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The CLEW Livescan and response viewing workstation
gives law enforcement officers the ability to quickly and
accurately capture fingerprints to identify or verify
subjects in custody. CDI designed CLEW to take
advantage of the technical capabilities and versatility
offered by state of the art fingerprint scanning and
Microsoft .NET Framework. As a result, CDI is able to
offer CLEW on a wide range of 64-bit Windows XP,
Vista and 7 based platforms from tablets through server
based systems. CLEW is a very lightweight application
that can be deployed to virtually any Windows-based PC
and can coexist with other Windows applications.
CLEW utilizes standard TCP/IP network infrastructure
supporting most common application protocols, including
FTP, SMTP, HTTP and HTTPS. CLEW implements
industry standard EBTS interfaces and can quickly
integrate into any agency workflow.
CLEW, when
integrated with the optional CDI Consolidated Transaction
Management Controller (CTMC), can display rich
responses from a wide range of disparate information
systems such as Mugshot, Criminal History, Warrants,
Parole and Probation status, Bolos, Cautions and/or any
application defined by the customer.

Email: info@cdi-hq.com

Real-time quick identification
Transactions using standard ANSI/NIST-ITL
Displays full response, text, SRT, XML and
HTML
Supports various commercially available FBI
IQS Appendix F Certified fingerprint capture
devices, including Futronic, Cross Match,
Integrated Biometrics, etc.
Intuitive user interface minimizes training,
user errors and adoption
Hardware and Software certified by CA DOJ

MAIN FEATURES
 Complete Livescan fingerprint capture
system for Identification of Decedents.
 Quick ID enabled for rapid identification
 Field capable, can be run standalone or as
part of a patrol configuration
 Completely ANSI/NIST-ITL compliant
 No intervening server required, can
communicate directly to an existing AFIS
 1-14 fingerprint capture capability,
including plain and rolled impression
capture
 Finger Capture Sequence Options
 Right Hand then Left Hand Flat Ten
 Flat Thumbs and Indexes
 Flat Thumbs, Full Fourteen
 Full Fourteen with Rolled
 Finger sequence and quality checking to
improve the quality of the captured data
 Automated Finger Positioning
 Supports various integration scenarios for
maximum information to officers in the field
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